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a b s t r a c t 

Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is one promising architecture paradigm which is a profound shift 

from address-centric communication model to information-centric one. Although ICN routing has at- 

tracted much attention from researchers, there are few researches on improving it inspired by other 

fields. In this paper, we propose a Routing mechanism for ICN incorporating Software-Defined Network- 

ing (SDN) and Community division (RISC), by decoupling control plane from data plane and dividing ICN 

topology into different communities. Firstly, we propose a community division scheme based on maximal 

tree in order to help retrieve the content conveniently and effectively. Secondly, we place all information 

about contents and forwarding into the corresponding information center for the centralized manage- 

ment. Thirdly, we design a routing mechanism which consists of intra-community routing based on same 

community information and inter-community routing based on social relationship among communities. 

Finally, the experimental results show that the proposed RISC not only speeds up content retrieval but 

also outperforms existent methods. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

The current Internet has been suffering from some significant

limitations such as those brought by mobility and content distri-

bution, which are inherent and inevitable due to its address-centric

communication model [1] . At present, users widely use mobile de-

vices to generate and consume digital media contents, producing

large volumes of traffic, which is hard to be undertaken by the

current Internet efficiently. For example, Cisco Visual Networking

Index (CVNI) predicts that the annual global mobile data traffic is

expected to reach 366.8 EB by 2020 from 44.2 EB in 2015 [2] , and

that the could traffic in Middle East and Africa region is expected

to have the highest compound average growth rate (43%) by 2020

[3] . Furthermore, most users are mainly interested in accessing the

content irrespective of its physical location with the development

of mobile, cloud and big data technologies. For example, CVNI pre-

dicts that mobile users are expected to reach 5.5 billion, that is,
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0% of the global population, by 2020, and personal mobile de-

ices are expected to reach 8.5 billion by 2020 [2] . Therefore, the

urrent Internet is becoming inadequate to the newly emerging us-

ge patterns [4] . 

In order to facilitate the development of Internet continu-

usly, many countries (e.g., USA, Germany, Japan and China) have

aid high attention to the design of the future Internet [5] , and

nformation-Centric Networking (ICN) is one of the promising net-

orking paradigms. As we know, the research of ICN has been

upported by some projects, such as Data-Oriented Network Ar-

hitecture (DONA) [6] , Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [7] , Pub-

ish/Subscribe Internet Technology (PURSUIT) [8] , Named Data Net-

orking (NDN) and its Next Phase (NDN-NP) [9] . Especially, the

rst NDN community meeting (2014, Los Angeles) [10] , the sec-

nd one (2015, California) [11] and the third one (2016, Kyoto)

12] have highlighted the importance of ICN. As a clean-state

etworking paradigm, ICN is a profound shift from IP address-

entric communication model to information-centric one [13] ,

here content-aware routing and in-network caching are two no-

able features currently considered [14] . The content-aware routing

elivers Interest packets to the content provider which returns the

ontent to the interest requester by Data packets. The main goal
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f in-network caching is to cache the frequently used contents as

ong as possible since they are expected to be requested by other

sers. The cached content replicas are capable of quick response to

nterest requests, which reduces bandwidth usage and latency, thus

mproving routing efficiency. However, ICN does not properly have

n efficient routing scheme for the large-scale production network,

hich remains one of its major issues to be solved for the future

eployment. In fact, the lack of scalable routing scheme is one of

he main obstacles which slows down the large-scale deployment

f ICN. Therefore, the design of efficient ICN routing mechanism

as attracted much attention from a lot of research communities. 

Some ICN routing mechanisms have been proposed, for ex-

mple, flooding [15,16] and forwarding Interest packets according

o the “best” outgoing interface(s) [17–23] . However, the flooding

sually overloads network, wastes network resources and reduces

etwork performance. It is usually unfeasible in ICN to find the

best” outgoing interface(s) to forward Interest packets with net-

ork scale, time scale and Forwarding Information Base (FIB) size

onsidered [22] . Besides, the above mentioned two kinds of routing

chemes are hard to realize the global control of contents and re-

rieve the closest content replica. In recent years, Software-Defined

etworking (SDN) has been treated as enabling the new routing

cheme development [24] , and it can realize the global awareness

f contents effectively in the centralized management manner [25] .

urthermore, the scalability of ICN routing is also an important is-

ue which is very difficult to be overcome by the above mentioned

wo kinds of routing schemes. In [20,26,27] , the community divi-

ion has been proposed to address routing scalability. Moreover,

CN pays attention to user interests, thus the community division

ased on interest similarity relation can speed up content retrieval.

ased on the above statements, in this paper, we adopt the basic

deas of SDN and community division to devise an efficient ICN

outing mechanism. 

As we know, SDN is considered as one promising networking

aradigm to overcome the limitations of the current network ar-

hitectures, and it was originally conceived at Stanford University

28] . In SDN, the control is decoupled from forwarding, and the

etwork is directly programmable according to Open Networking

oundation (ONF) [29] . On one hand, SDN breaks the vertical inte-

ration by separating control plane from data plane; on the other

and, network switches just have the forwarding function whilst

ontrollers are responsible for managing the whole network in the

entralized manner [28] . The combination of the above SDN fea-

ures can improve network management, control and data han-

ling effectively [30–33] . Especially in the industry, Yahoo, Google,

acebook, Cisco and Microsoft have paid attention to SDN develop-

ent. As two networking paradigms, ICN and SDN have profound

mpact on the future Internet, thus introducing the ideas of SDN

nto ICN is becoming a hot research topic, which is also done in

his paper. 

The community division [34,35] can be used to improve packet

orwarding efficiency in ICN routing and help retrieve the con-

ent for interest requests conveniently and effectively. In fact, Con-

ent Routers (CRs) in the same ComMunity (CoM) usually have the

ame or similar features (e.g., interest categories). In this case, if

he content is retrieved from any CR in its CoM, there is no need to

orward Interest packets to CRs in another CoM, and thus avoiding

edundant interest forwarding. When and only when the content

annot be retrieved from all CRs in one CoM, Interest packets will

e forwarded to CRs in another CoM. It is obvious that the com-

unity division can improve routing efficiency and reduce routing

verhead. Thus, in this paper, we divide ICN topology into CoMs

ccording to the cached contents in CRs. 

This paper proposes a novel Routing mechanism for ICN in-

orporating SDN and Community division (RISC), which decouples

ontrol plane from data plane by introducing SDN at the same time
ivides ICN topology into CoMs by introducing community, and the

ain contributions are summarized as follows. 

i) We propose a system framework of RISC which consists of SDN

controllers, CoMs and Information Centers (ICs). RISC has the

control plane which consists of SDN controllers to make routing

decision, and the data plane which consists of CoMs and ICs to

forward packets. 

ii) In order to help retrieve the content conveniently and effec-

tively, we propose a novel community division scheme based

on maximal tree, which is one clustering analysis method, to

divide ICN topology into CoMs. 

ii) In terms of each CoM, we place all information about contents

and forwarding into the corresponding IC for the centralized

management, which is controlled and managed by SDN con-

troller. 

v) We propose a new routing mechanism to forward Interest pack-

ets and Data packets, which consists of intra-community rout-

ing based on same CoM information and inter-community rout-

ing based on social relationship among CoMs. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re-

iews the related work. Section 3 proposes the system framework

f RISC. In Section 4 , the clustering analysis based community divi-

ion is presented. Section 5 introduces the centralized information

anagement. The routing decision of RISC is done in Section 6 .

ection 7 shows simulation results. Finally, this paper is concluded

n Section 8 . 

. Related work 

.1. ICN routing 

The routing plays an important role in ICN since it determines

acket forwarding and content retrieval, thus a lot of ICN rout-

ng mechanisms have been proposed. According to what we have

earnt, in [13] , the flooding algorithm was firstly proposed to ad-

ress ICN routing issue. Although it could guarantee retrieving the

ontent by sending Interest packets via all available outgoing inter-

aces, it would cause the heavy message traffic. Therefore, in [15] ,

 cluster-based routing algorithm was proposed to reduce interest

ooding. In [16] , a flooding-based route discovery mechanism was

roposed by considering the relationship among chunks, where the

ontent was divided into a number of chunks. Although [15,16] re-

uced overhead brought by the successive flooding to some extent,

t was hard to manage the degree of flooding. 

A number of routing proposals about forwarding Interest pack-

ts according to the “best” outgoing interface(s) have been studied.

n [17] , an adaptive interest forwarding strategy was proposed by

anking different outgoing interfaces and selecting an outgoing in-

erface to forward Interest packets. In [18] , a named-data link-state

outing protocol was proposed to announce the name prefixes. It

sed OSPF to propagate link-state advertisements throughout the

ntire network, which leaded to that the corresponding route com-

utation no longer produced just one shortest path. In [19] , a

reedy ant colony forwarding algorithm was proposed to provide

he intelligent interest forwarding, which improved cost-efficiency

nd scalability for CCN. In [20] , an adaptive forwarding strategy

ased on probability was presented. It used Ant Colony Optimiza-

ion (ACO) to compute the probability of path selection and used

he statistical mode to compute the timeout for retransmission. In

21] , a priority-based interest forwarding strategy was designed, in

hich Interest packets with higher priority were forwarded prior

o those with lower priority. In [22] , an exploration and exploita-

ion based interest forwarding strategy was introduced. It spanned

ver two extremes, i.e., the deterministic exploitation towards a

nown replica and the random exploration towards an unknown
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Table 1 

Abbreviations in alphabetical order. 

Abbreviation Full name Abbreviation Full name 

AD Average delay ADSR Average delivery success rate 

ARCC Average routing community count AT Average throughout 

CM Content-related memory CoM Community 

CR Content router CS Content store 

FIB Forwarding information base FM Forwarding-related memory 

IC Information center ICN Information-centric networking 

PIT Pending interest table SDN Software-defined networking 
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replica. In [23] , a dynamic Q-routing based interest forwarding

scheme was proposed to discover routes towards the closest con-

tent replica without generating the additional signaling overhead.

However, the purposes of [17–23] were to try their best to for-

ward Interest packets according to the “best” outgoing interface(s).

It was difficult to determine which outgoing interface(s) in FIB was

(were) “best” when considering network scale, time scale and FIB

size. 

In addition, different from [13,15–23] , SDN and community di-

vision are introduced in this paper. ICN topology is divided into

CoMs, and each IC with the knowledge about CoM is further

controlled in the centralized way, which can accelerate content

retrieval. 

2.2. SDN based ICN routing 

There are also some researches on combining ICN and SDN to

produce the newly promising routing schemes. In [36] , a possi-

ble architecture was proposed to provide CCN functionalities over

OpenFlow switches without changing OpenFlow, which enabled

the name-based routing over OpenFlow switches. In [37] , a rout-

ing mechanism was proposed to deploy ICN protocols in IP net-

works with the assistance of SDN, which decoupled control plane

from data plane and enabled ICN routing mechanism by the cen-

tralized knowledge. In [38] , an effective integration mechanism of

SDN and ICN was proposed, which extended ICN from the fol-

lowing aspects, i.e., integration with IP, routing scalability, inter-

domain routing and transport mechanism. However, the studies of

[36–38] relied on TCP/IP, and ICN was only used as an overlay at

application level. In [25] , a new SDN-based routing approach was

proposed, which only relied on CCN architecture without TCP/IP

and did not adopt the existent communication protocols of SDN

(e.g., OpenFlow). However, [25] as well as [36–38] didn’t consider

community division by extracting user interests, from which our

work was different. 

2.3. Community based ICN routing 

There are a few studies on community division in ICN. In fact,

one community is a domain to some extent. In [19] , a domain-

based greedy ant colony forwarding algorithm was presented. It

divided ICN topology into multiple domains, and each one was

managed by the specific Internet Service Provider (ISP). In [26] ,

a routing scheme was proposed with SDN controller and various

servers considered. A domain could deploy the additional servers

and spread them throughout the domain, so that the forwarding

interface at an edge router pointed to the closest replica within a

domain. In [27] , a scalable domain-based routing scheme was pro-

posed. Each domain had one unique identifier and one or more

gateways. Packets from (or to) the domain should pass through

one of its gateways, and the routing information based on the lo-

cator was exchanged among gateways. Different from [19,26,27] ,

instead of the ISP in [19] , the edge router in [26] or the locator

in [27] , we leverage one IC to store all information about con-

tents and forwarding of a domain, and the information is decou-
led from its domain. Furthermore, [19,26,27] didn’t provide the

oncrete methods for dividing domain; in contrast, we adopt the

lustering analysis method to divide ICN topology into domains,

.e., CoMs. Moreover, [19,26,27] didn’t consider social relationship,

nstead, we adopt social relationship based on interest similarity

o divide community for helping retrieve the content for Interest

ackets conveniently and effectively. 

In summary, this paper not only adopts the basic ideas of SDN

nd community division but also leverages the unique IC of each

oM for packet forwarding and content retrieval instead of directly

ccessing Content Store (CS), Pending Interest Table (PIT) and FIB

f each CR, which is different from the above mentioned related

ork. 

. System framework 

The abbreviations frequently used in this paper are listed in

able 1 . ICN usually has two kinds of packets, that is, Interest pack-

ts are used to request the content and Data packets are used

o carry the corresponding content back to the interest requester.

n this paper, we devise a novel routing mechanism called RISC,

hich is different from existent ICN routing schemes. It is assumed

hat the proposed RISC has Interest packets and Data packets, but

o CS, FIB and PIT. As depicted in Fig. 1 , the proposed RISC consists

f control plane and data plane by adopting the basic ideas of SDN,

hich allows decoupling control plane (routing decision) from data

lane (packet forwarding). The data plane has ICs and CoMs while

he control plane has SDN controllers, where one SDN controller

nly manages its own CoM and IC, that is, An SDN controller i corre-

ponds to one CoM i and one IC i . An SDN controller uses four kinds

f messages: lookup, forwarding, success and failure . Among them,

ookup is used to find the content, forwarding is used to forward

ackets, success is used when the content is found, and failure is

sed when the content cannot be found. In fact, SDN controller,

oM and IC are three new roles in RISC, and their functions are

escribed as follows. 

(i) SDN controller i is used to control packet forwarding. On one

and, it controls IC i to provide the content for interest requests in

oM i (intra-community routing); on the other hand, it controls CRs

n CoM i to forward Interest packets to CRs in another CoM until the

ontent is found (if exist) (inter-community routing). 

(ii) A CoM is one community and its members have similar or

ven same attributes and features (e.g., life habits and interests).

n this paper, the content names stored at CRs are regarded as

he so-called attributes and features. Then, ICN topology is divided

nto some sub-ICNs, and each one is considered as one CoM or do-

ain (just as an autonomous system in OSPF) which consists of

ome CRs. Especially, two CoMs may be nonadjacent (e.g., CoM 3 

nd CoM 4 in Fig. 1 ) or adjacent (e.g., CoM 1 and CoM 3 in Fig. 1 ),

nd the definition about “adjacent” is as follows. 

efinition 1 (adjacent) . ∀ CR i , CR j , i � = j , if there exists an edge be-

ween CR i and CR j , they are adjacent. ∀ CR i �∈ CoM j , if CR i is adjacent

o one CR of CoM j , CR i is adjacent to CoM j . 
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Fig. 1. Architecture of ICN incorporating SDN and community division. 

Fig. 2. System framework of RISC. 
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(iii) IC knows all information about contents and forwarding in

ts corresponding CoM, and it is used to store and manage the

nformation which refers to (i) content names and (ii) contents

tored at CRs of CoM, and (iii) adjacency conditions of CRs with

ther CoMs, which are used to compute social relationship values

mong CoMs. Then, the definition about “adjacency condition” is

s follows. 

efinition 2 (adjacency condition) . ∀ CR i �∈ CoM j , if CR i is adjacent

o CoM j , CoM j is the adjacency condition of CR i ; if CR i is nonad-

acent to any CoM, the adjacency condition of CR i is Null. For ex-

mple, in Fig. 1 , B is adjacent to D of CoM 2 , thus the adjacency

ondition of B is CoM 2 . 

According to the above statements, we present the system

ramework of RISC in Fig. 2 . RISC consists of the following three

odules: community division, information management and rout-

ng decision. Among them, the first one is responsible for dividing

CN topology into CoMs by the clustering analysis method; the sec-

nd one is responsible for placing the information about CoM into

ts corresponding IC for the centralized management; the last one

s responsible for retrieving the content by intra-community and
nter-community routing. All operations of three modules are con-

rolled by SDN controller. 

. Community division 

We use the maximal tree scheme which is a clustering anal-

sis method to divide ICN topology into some CoMs according

o the content name prefixes. At first, we establish a social re-

ationship model among CRs, and then perform the clustering

nalysis. 

.1. Relationship model based on content name prefixes 

As we know, ICN pays attention to user interest similar-

ty which play an important role in social relationship and can

e extracted from Interest packets, Therefore, this paper divides

ommunity based on user interests, in other words, the inter-

st similarity relation is used to express social relationship. In

act, each CR stores different types of contents (e.g., game, travel,

port, etc.), which reflect user interests and have different content

ame prefixes. Thus, these prefixes can be used to exploit user 

nterests. 
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Fig. 3. CR description and sub-attribute value settings. 
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Definition 3 (interest attribute) . Assume that each CR consists of

h types of contents, each one is regarded as an interest attribute. 

Based on Definition 3 , CR i is expressed as follows: 

R i ∼
(

a i, 1 , a i, 2 , . . . , a i,h 

)
, (1)

where a i, k denotes a type of content (an attribute) of CR i , here 1

≤ k ≤ h and 1 ≤ i ≤ n , and n is the number of CRs. 

For example, in Fig. 3 , CR is expressed by game, travel, digit.it,

auto and sport. In other words, according to Eq. (1) , CR ∼ ( game,

travel, digit.it, auto, sport ). It is obvious that CRs with similar or

same content name prefixes are likely to be in the same CoM. 

However, the interest attribute (e.g., game) is somewhat ab-

stract and hard to be depicted. In order to establish social rela-

tionship among CRs effectively, each attribute should be expressed

by a definite value, that is, these attributes are quantified rather

than just being generally qualified. 

Furthermore, an attribute can be divided into some sub-

attributes. Let q k represent the number of sub-attributes in

terms of a i, k , denoted by a i,k, 1 , a i,k, 2 , . . . , a i,k,q k 
, and these sub-

attributes are set as different values from 1 to q k , denoted by

a 
′ 
i,k, 1 

, a 
′ 
i,k, 2 

, . . . , a 
′ 
i,k,q k 

, here a 
′ 
i,k,q t 

= q t , 1 ≤ t ≤ k . For example, in

Fig. 3 , game is classified into web game, video game, console game

and competitive game, which are set as 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.

Suppose that a i,k,q t 
corresponds to βi,k,q t 

content items, then CR i is

defined as follows: 

R i = 

(−→ 

A i,k 

)
1 ×h 

, (2)

−→ 

A i,k = 

(
βi,k,q t · a 

′ 
i,k,q t 

)
q k ×1 

= 

(
q t · βi,k,q t 

)
q k ×1 

, (3)

where 
−→ 

A i,k is a set of q k sub-attribute values. For example, in Fig. 3 ,

R i = 

(−→ 

A i,k 

)
1 ×5 

. Among them, 

→ 

A i, 1 = (400 · 1 , 500 · 2 , 560 · 3 , 450 · 4) T = 

(40 0 , 10 0 0 , 1680 , 180 0) T , 
→ 

A i, 2 = (870 · 1 , 540 · 2 , 400 · 3 , 850 · 4 , 930 · 5) T = 

(870 , 1080 , 1200 , 3400 , 4650) T , 
→ 

A i, 3 = (160 · 1 , 950 · 2 , 500 · 3 , 450 · 4) T = 

(160 , 1900 , 1500 , 1800) T , 
→ 

A i, 4 = (700 · 1 , 800 · 2 , 900 · 3 , 745 · 4 , 860 · 5) T = 

(70 0 , 160 0 , 270 0 , 2980 , 430 0) T , 
→ 

A i, 5 = (800 · 1 , 500 · 2 , 360 · 3 , 840 · 4 , 180 · 5) T = 

(80 0 , 10 0 0 , 1080 , 3360 , 90 0) T . 

Let r i, j represent the interest similarity value between CR i and

CR j . A lot of methods, such as dot product, correlation coeffi-
ient and absolute subtrahend, have been proposed to compute r i, j .

mong them, the dot product method relies on a variable, which

s against the unique determination of r i, j ; the computation of cor-

elation coefficient method is complex due to the square root op-

ration. Thus, in this paper, when CR i and CR j are adjacent, we use

he absolute subtrahend method to compute r i, j as follows: 

 i, j = 1 − c 

h ∑ 

k =1 

k 

min 

t=1 

∣∣q t · βi,k,q t − q t · β j,k,q t 

∣∣ (4)

 = 10 

−ψ , (5)

0 

ψ = 

h ∑ 

k =1 

k 

min 

t=1 

∣∣∣q t · βi,k,q t − q t · β j,k,q t 

∣∣∣ + �, (6)

here ψ ∈ N , � ≥ 0, and � is set as small as possible. It is ob-

ious that Eq. (4) is capable of quantifying interest similarity re-

ation among CRs. If two CRs are not adjacent, their interest sim-

larity relation does not exist and the corresponding value is 0. If

 i, j = 1 , CR i and CR j have the strongest interest similarity relation.

ssume that CR 1 is adjacent to CR 2 and CR 3 , and that CR 2 and

R 3 are not adjacent, here CR 1 = (1 , 2 , 1 , 4 , 9) , CR 2 = (1 , 3 , 3 , 1 , 7)

nd CR 3 = (1 , 2 , 1 , 4 , 9) . We have r 1 , 2 = 0 . 2 , r 1 , 3 = 1 and r 2 , 3 = 0

ccording to Eq. (4) . 

.2. Clustering analysis based on maximal tree 

The clustering analysis method can be used for dividing com-

unity, and it usually includes transitive closure method, direct

luster method, netting method and maximal tree method. In this

aper, we adopt the maximal tree method to divide ICN topology

nto CoMs because the maximal tree is an undirected graph with

eight values. In this way, it does not need the complex conver-

ion process from ICN topology to an undirected graph with weight

alues. The maximal tree method is described as follows. Firstly, it

onnects the elements according to r i, j in descending order and

btains the maximal tree after marking weight values. Secondly,

iven a threshold λ ∈ [0, 1], it deletes the edges of which weight

alues are smaller than λ along the maximal tree. Finally, the inter-

onnected elements in the maximal tree are regarded as one cate-

ory. 

At first, we build a maximal tree according to the given ICN

opology, denoted by G . In this paper, these weight values in the

aximal tree are interest similarity values among CRs, and they
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Fig. 4. A simple example for illustrating clustering analysis based on maximal tree 

with eight CRs and λ = 0 . 6 . 
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an be recorded by a matrix, denoted by R , as follows: 

 = 

(
r i, j 

)
n ×n 

= 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

r 1 , 1 r 1 , 2 · · · r 1 ,n 

r 2 , 1 r 2 , 2 · · · r 2 ,n 

. . . 
. . . 

. . . 
. . . 

r n, 1 r n, 2 · · · r n,n 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

. (7) 

According to the above statements, the maximal tree is built

ccording to G and R (see Fig. 4 (a)). 

Then, we divide the maximal tree into CoMs according to the

ut matrix, and the definition about “λ cut matrix” is as follows. 

efinition 4 λ cut matrix. Let R = (r i, j ) n ×n , ∀ λ ∈ [0, 1], 

 λ = 

(
r i, j (λ) 

)
n ×n 

, (8)

here 

 i, j (λ) = 

{
1 , r i, j ≥ λ

0 , otherwise , 
(9) 

nd R λ is the λ cut matrix of R . 

If r i, j = 1 , CR i and CR j are in the same CoM; however, r i, j = 0

oesn’t mean that CR i and CR j are not in the same CoM. For exam-

le, in Fig. 4 , CR 4 and CR 7 are not adjacent ( r 4 , 7 = 0 ), and they are

n the same CoM; CR 2 and CR 7 are not adjacent ( r 2 , 7 = 0 ), and they

re not in the same CoM. In this way, we can divide ICN topology

nto CoMs. There are two extreme situations: (i) if λ is larger than

he minimum value of R , ICN topology is divided into n CoMs (i.e.,

ach CR is considered as one CoM); and (ii) if λ is smaller than

r equal to the maximum value of R , ICN topology is divided into

nly one CoM (i.e., ICN topology is one CoM). As a matter of fact,

CN topology can be divided into different CoMs with different λ. 

For the generated maximal tree, given any λ, if r i, j (λ) = 1 , CR i 
nd CR j remain connected; if r i, j (λ) = 0 , the edge between CR i and

R j is deleted. For example, in Fig. 4 (a), r 7 , 9 (0 . 6) = 0 , the edge be-

ween CR 7 and CR 9 is deleted in Fig. 4 (b). Assume that there are m

oMs, denoted by C oM 1 , C oM 2 , . . . , C oM m 

. Let CoM i be composed of

i CRs, denoted by C R i, 1 , C R i, 2 , . . . , C R i,θi 
, and we have 

1 + θ2 + · · · + θm 

= 

m ∑ 

i =1 

θi = n. (10)
C  
According to the above statements, an algorithm is devised to

ivide ICN topology into CoMs, and it is described in Algorithm 1 . 

lgorithm 1 Community division based on maximal tree. 

nput : G , λ
utput : m CoMs 

1: for i = 1 to n , do 

2: Obtain CR i according to Eq. (2); 

3: end for 

4: for i, j = 1 to n , do 

5: Compute r i, j according to Eq. (4); 

6: end for 

7: Obtain R according to Eq. (7); 

8: Compute R λ according to Eq. (8); 

9: for i, j = 1 to n , do 

0: if r i, j (λ) = 0 

1: Delete the edge between CR i and CR j ; 

2: end if 

3: end for 

4: return m CoMs 

. Information management 

In the classical ICN, the information stored at CRs is composed

f contents, forwarding interfaces and pending interests, which

re stored at CS, FIB and PIT respectively. However, RISC uses an

nique IC to store all information about contents and forwarding

n CoM for the centralized management. As shown in Fig. 5 , IC

onsists of Content-related Memory (CM) and Forwarding-related

emory (FM). Among them, CM has the similar functions to those

f CS; FM has the similar functions to those of FIB and PIT. If an

nterest packet cannot retrieve the content from the corresponding

M, not only the Interest packet is forwarded to another CoM but

lso its forwarding information is placed into the corresponding

M for conducting the subsequent forwarding. 

.1. Content-related memory 

CM is responsible for storing the information about contents in

ts CoM. When an Interest packet arrives, CR checks its CM instead

f CS. As shown in Table 2 , the structure of CM is composed of

he following six fields : CR number, content number, content name

refix (ContPref), content name, content and adjacency condition

AdjaCond). Among them, ContPref reflects the essential attribute

f CoM (for example, in Table 2 , CRs of CoM prefer to forward

hese Interest packets about sports and travel); AdjaCond reflects

he adjacency condition between CR and another CoM, and it can

e a CoM or Null. 

The information in CoM is placed into its CM by us-

ng ContPref index rather than CR number, which can speed

p content lookup. For example, in Table 2 , the information

bout sports is stored at CM firstly, and then the informa-

ion about travel is stored at CM. If content name of an inter-

st request is /travel.sohu.com/around.shtml, because its prefix is

travel.sohu.com, Cont 5 is found at first rather than looking up all

nformation from CR 1 . 

Each CR of CoM submits the information of CS to CM for the

entralized management, thus reducing the burden of CR brought

y the frequent content match in CS and improving content lookup

peed. For example, in Table 2 , assume that (i) a CoM is composed

f CR 1 , CR 2 and CR 3 ; and (ii) content name of an interest request

s /travel.sohu.com/around.shtml ( Cont 7 ), which can be found from

R rather than CR or CR . The number of lookup is 7 with the
3 1 2 
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Fig. 5. Centralized management of information from CoM to IC. 

Table 2 

CM structure used to store the content-related information. 

CR number Content number ContPref Content name Content AdjaCond 

CR 1 Cont 1 /sports.sohu.com ∼ /basketball.shtml video1.mp4 CoM 3 

CR 1 Cont 2 /sports.sohu.com ∼ /football.shtml webpage1 CoM 3 

CR 2 Cont 3 /sports.sohu.com ∼ /tennis.shtml webpage2 CoM 2 

CR 2 Cont 4 /sports.sohu.com ∼ /pingpong.shtml video.mp4 CoM 2 

CR 1 Cont 5 /travel.sohu.com ∼ /china.shtml webpage3 CoM 3 

CR 2 Cont 6 /travel.sohu.com ∼ /world.shtml video3.mp4 CoM 2 

CR 3 Cont 7 /travel.sohu.com ∼ /around.shtml webpage4 Null 

��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Table 3 

FM structure used to store the forwarding-related information. 

Item number ContPref Content name OutgInte 

Item 1 /digit.it.sohu.com ∼ /mobile.shtml Null 

Item 2 /digit.it.sohu.com ∼ /home.shtml CoM 2 

Item 3 /auto.sohu.com ∼ /luxury.shtml CoM 3 

Item 4 /auto.sohu.com ∼ /mpv.shtml CoM 4 

��� ��� ��� ���
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classical ICN because the lookup order is Cont 1 , Cont 2 , Cont 5 , Cont 3 ,

Cont 4 , Cont 6 and Cont 7 ; however, it is 4 with RISC because Cont 1 −
ont 4 only needs one lookup, followed by Cont 5 , Cont 6 and Cont 7 . 

5.2. Forwarding-related memory 

If there is no matched content with the interest request in CM,

the Interest packet is forwarded to another CoM. The related infor-

mation used to conduct its forwarding is stored at FM. As shown

in Table 3 , the structure of FM is composed of the following four

fields : item number, ContPref, content name and outgoing inter-

face (OutgInte). Among them, OutgInte is the next hop CoM to

which the Interest packet will be forwarded; ContPref is used to

match with the interest request which cannot be matched at CM,

and specify the corresponding forwarding community of Interest

packet. Similar to CM, the information is stored at FM according to

ContPref index. 

Similar to AdjaCond of CM, OutgInte can be a CoM or Null. If

OutgInte is a CoM, it means that the Interest packet has been for-

warded to the CoM and the content has also been retrieved; in this

case, FM serves as the role of FIB. If OutgInte is Null, it means that

the Interest packet has been forwarded to the CoM while the con-

tent has not been retrieved, that is, the Interest packet is waiting

for the content. If the content can be retrieved by waiting from the

CoM, Null is changed into the CoM; otherwise, the Interest packet

is discarded; in this case, FM serves as the role of PIT. 

Examples for illustrating the information storage from CoM to

FM are presented as follows. If (i) content name of an interest re-
uest is /digit.it.sohu.com/mobile.shtml, (ii) it has been forwarded

o CoM 1 , and (iii) the content has not been retrieved, the cor-

esponding OutgInte is Null and then the related information is

tored at FM, as shown in Item 1 of Table 3 . If (i) content name

f an interest request is /digit.it.sohu.com/home.shtml and (ii) the

ontent has been retrieved from CoM (2), the related information is

tored at FM, as shown in Item 2 of Table 3 . 

. Routing decision 

.1. Intra-community routing 

When one CR ( CR x ) of CoM i receives an Interest packet ( ix ),

t first submits the name of ix to controller i ; and then controller i 
ends lookup message to seek CM i by ContPref. 

If the content can be found, CM i sends success message to

ontroller i at the same time it provides the content to CR x . In

his process, it does not need controller i to conduct CM i to pro-

ide the content after receiving success message, thus saves the

ime of sending message. Otherwise, CM i sends failure message to

ontroller i and then lookup message is sent to FM i . Under such con-

ition, ContPref is checked whether it can be matched. 

If the matched ContPref cannot be found, FM i sends failure mes-

age to controller i and then forwarding message is sent to CoM i to

orward ix to another CoM (see Section 6.2 ). Otherwise, the con-

ent name is checked whether it can be matched. 

If the matched content name cannot be found, ix will be for-

arded to another CoM (see Section 6.2 ). Otherwise, it means that

oM i has forwarded ix while it is uncertain whether the content

as been retrieved, thus the following is to check whether Out-

Inte is Null. 

If the matched OutgInte is CoM j , it means that the previous

nterest requests have retrieved the content while ix has not re-

rieved the content, thus forwarding ix to CoM j . If the matched

utgInte is Null, it means that the content has not been retrieved,

hus waiting for the content. 

The process of intra-community routing is shown in Fig. 6 ,

here “�” means that the matched item can be found and “×”
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Fig. 6. The process of intra-community routing. 
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eans no. The intra-community routing based on same CoM infor-

ation is described in Algorithm 2 . 

lgorithm 2 Intra-community routing algorithm. 

nput : CoM i , CR x , ix 

utput : The content or failure 

: if the content is found from CM i 

: return the content; 

: else if (i) no matched ContPref or content name found from 

F M i or (ii) the matched OutgInte is CoM j 

: return failure; 

: else 

: Wait for the content; 

: return the content; 

: end if 

.2. Inter-community routing 

According to Algorithm 2 , in case of no matched content in CM i ,

f (i) FM i has no matched ContPref, or (ii) FM i has matched Cont-

ref but no matched content name, ix is forwarded to another CoM

o retrieve the content, which will be done by inter-community

outing and controlled by SDN controller i . 

The goal of inter-community routing is to select a proper CoM

s the forwarding community. The strong interest similarity rela-

ion among CoMs means the large probability to forward same or

imilar Interest packets. Thus, we use social relationship based on

nterest similarity to determine which CoM can be as the forward-

ng community. 

The interest similarity relation model between two CRs has

een shown in Eq. (4) . In this section, we establish that between

wo CoMs. Suppose that mr i, j represents the interest similarity

alue between CoM i and CoM j , and we have R (C oM i , C oM j ) = mr i, j .

et r i, o ; j, l represent the interest similarity value between CR i, o 
one CR of CoM i ) and CR j, l (one CR of CoM j ), here 1 ≤ o ≤ θ i and

 ≤ l ≤ θ j , and mr i, j is defined as follows: 

r i, j = max 

{ 

r i,o; j,l 

∣∣∣1 ≤ o ≤ θi ; 1 ≤ l ≤ θ j ; o, l ∈ N 

} 

, (11)

hich indicates that the interest similarity value between CoMs

epends on all interest similarity values between CRs in two differ-

nt CoMs, thus it is different from that between CRs. For example,

n Fig. 4 , mr 1 , 2 = max { r 3 , 9 , r 7 , 9 } = 0 . 5 . Then, in terms of the two

nter-community routing situations in Fig. 6 , we design the for-

arding solutions in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 , respectively. 

.2.1. No match with ContPref 

If no matched ContPref found, it means that the Interest packet

hich is similar to ix (i) was not forwarded, or (ii) was forwarded

hile the related forwarding information had been deleted. 

In such situation, suppose that CoM i is adjacent to p CoMs,

 ≤ p ≤ m − 1 , we select one CoM which has the highest interest

imilarity value with CoM as the forwarding community. In other
i 
ords, CoM k is the forwarding community, 1 ≤ k ≤ p , if and only

f 

r i,k = max 

{ 

mr i, 1 , mr i, 2 , . . . , mr i,p 

} 

. (12)

For example, in Fig. 1 , suppose that ix is in CoM 1 , and it will be

orwarded to CoM 2 or CoM 3 , here p = 2 . Suppose that mr 1 , 2 = 0 . 5

nd mr 1 , 3 = 0 . 4 , then CoM 2 is selected as the forwarding commu-

ity. 

.2.2. No match with content name 

If the matched ContPref found while no matched content name

ound, it means that the Interest packet which is similar to ix was

orwarded but (i) the Interest packet which is the same as ix was

ot forwarded, or (ii) was forwarded while the related forwarding

nformation had been deleted. 

In such situation, ix will be forwarded to one CoM which has

eceived the similar Interest packet, where ContPref is the same

s that of the Interest packet. Suppose that ω CoMs have re-

eived the forwarded Interest packet from CoM i , ω ≤ p , similar to

ection 6.2.1 , if and only if 

r i,k = max 

{ 

mr i, 1 , mr i, 2 , . . . , mr i,ω 

} 

, (13)

oM k is the forwarding community, 1 ≤ k ≤ ω. 

For example, in Table 3 , suppose that content name of ix in

oM 1 is /auto.sohu.com/suv.shtml and it cannot be found from

M i , here ω = 2 . CoM 3 and CoM 4 can be regarded as the candi-

ate forwarding communities rather than CoM 2 , because ContPrefs

f Item 3 and Item 4 are /auto.sohu.com while ContPref of Item 2 is

digit.it.sohu.com. Suppose that mr 1 , 3 = 0 . 3 and mr 1 , 4 = 0 . 4 , then

oM 4 is selected as the forwarding community. 

The inter-community routing based on social relationship

mong CoMs is described in Algorithm 3 . 

lgorithm 3 Inter-community routing algorithm. 

nput : A divided ICN topology, CoM i , ix 

utput : A forwarding community 

1: if no matched ContPref found from F M i 

2: τ = p; 

3: else 

4: τ = ω; 

5: end if 

6: for k = 1 to τ , do 

7: Compute mr i,k according to Eq. (11); 

8: end for 

9: Select the maximum mr i,k from mr i, 1 , mr i, 2 , . . . , mr i,τ ; 

0: Forward ix to CoM k ; 

1: return CoM k ; 

According to the above statements, we present a theorem about

he time complexity of RISC as follows. 

heorem. The time complexity of RISC is O (e + ξ · n ) , where e is the

umber of edges and ξ is constant. 
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Fig. 7. Two practical topologies used for performance evaluation. 
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Proof. RISC is composed of three major modules, i.e., community

division, information management and routing decision. Among

them, the first one depends on extracting the content name pre-

fixes, computing r i, j and building the maximal tree; the second

one depends on storing the information about contents from CS to

CM and that about forwarding from PIT as well as FIB to FM; the

last one depends on intra-community routing based on CM lookup

and inter-community routing based on FM lookup and computa-

tion of mr i, j . 

(i) Community division. 

(i.1) Suppose that CS i has c i content items, and the extraction

times of contents is denoted by E t as follows: 

E t = c 1 + c 2 + · · · + c n = 

n ∑ 

i =1 

c i . (14)

(i.2) Suppose that G has e edges, and the computation times of

r i, j is denoted by C t as follows: 

 t = e. (15)

(i.3) The maximal tree is obtained by λ cut matrix, that is, if

r i, j < λ, the edge between CR i and CR j is deleted. In fact, all edges

need to be traversed. Let T t denoted the traversal times, and we

have 

T t = e. (16)

(ii) Information management. 

It needs to place all information about contents and forward-

ing in CoM into its corresponding IC, which means to store them

from CRs to ICs. Suppose that PIT i and FIB i have p i and f i items re-

spectively, and the information storage times is denoted by S t as

follows: 

S t = 

n ∑ 

i =1 

c i + 

n ∑ 

i =1 

p i + 

n ∑ 

i =1 

f i = 

n ∑ 

i =1 

(
c i + p i + f i 

)
. (17)

Since the number of information is linear, and we have 

S t = 

n ∑ 

i =1 

(
c i + p i + f i 

)
≈ ξ · n. (18)

(iii) Routing decision. 

(iii.1) In the worst case, an interest request is sent from CoM i 

to the last CoM, which traverses m CoMs. During this process, all

content items in m CMs and all forwarding information items in m

FM are looked up. Let L t denote the lookup times, and we have 

L t = S t . (19)

(iii.2) In terms of the computation of mr i, j , CoM i is adjacent to

p or ω CoMs (see Section 6.2 ). In the worst case, let C 
′ 
t denote the

computation times of mr i, j , and we have 

 

′ 
t = m − 1 . (20)
Especially when G is divided into n CoMs (see Section 4.2 ), and

e have 

 

′ 
t = n − 1 . (21)

Since three major modules are performed in sequential order,

he time complexity of RISC depends on Eqs. (14 –16 ), (18), (19) and

21) , that is 

 t + C t + T t + S t + L t + C 
′ 
t ≈ 2 e + 3 ξ · n + n − 1 ∼ O (e + ξ · n ) . 

(22)

This completes the proof. �

. Performance evaluation 

.1. Simulation setup 

We have implemented the proposed RISC by C++ programming

anguage, and the test environment has been set up on a personal

omputer with the Intel Q8400, 2.66 GHZ CPU, 4G RAM over Win-

ows 7 system. We compare RISC with two well-known schemes,

.e., classical NDN forwarding mechanism (denoted by NDNF [17] )

nd dynamic interest forwarding mechanism (denoted by INFORM

23] ). NDNF provides a forwarding strategy to determine which in-

erface is used to forward an interest request by interface ranking,

aking forwarding decision adapt to the network conditions. IN-

ORM uses Q-routing approach to discover paths to content repli-

as and forward interest requests by exploration and exploitation,

here the exploration phase is to compute Q values for different

nterfaces and the exploitation phase is to exploit the information.

eanwhile, ADSR, distribution of success times over community

ount, ARCC, AD, AT and stability are considered as six metrics of

erformance evaluation. 

In this paper, to investigate the performance of RISC, we use

wo practical network topologies from the Internet topology zoo,

.e., Deltacom (2010-USA) and GTS (2010-Europe), as shown in

ig. 7 . Furthermore, we capture data from Sohu website every day

or one hour during one week. For the captured data, we extract

he names of interest requests from the HTTP requests to divide

eltacom and GTS. Moreover, we generate 60 0, 80 0, 10 0 0, 120 0,

40 0 and 160 0 interest requests respectively over two topologies

ith λ = 0 . 45 , and the simulation settings are shown in Table 4 . 

.2. Average delivery success rate 

As illustrated in Fig. 8 , ADSRs over Deltacom and GTS with re-

pect to RISC, INFORM and NDNF are reported. 

In Fig. 8 , over the same topology, we observe that RISC has the

ighest ADSR, followed by INFORM and NDNF. RISC uses one IC to
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Table 4 

Simulation settings. 

Network topologies Deltacom (USA) [39] GTS (Europe) [40] 

Number of CRs 97 130 

Number of edges 124 168 

Size of packet (KB) 10 10 

Size of data (GB) 8 8 

Total hours 7 7 

Number of interest requests 60 0/80 0/10 0 0/120 0/140 0/160 0 60 0/80 0/10 0 0/120 0/140 0/160 0 

λ 0.45 0.45 

Simulation times 60 60 

Fig. 8. Average delivery success rate among RISC, INFORM and NDNF. 
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a

tore the contents of one CoM, and the content replacement fre-

uency is considerably low. As a result, the hitting probability of

ontent is considerably high. Although INFORM does not introduce

he centralized management idea, it uses Q-routing based explo-

ation to discover the content replicas, which can be exploited for

he same subsequent interest requests. For NDNF, each CR has its

S to store the contents but no exploration and exploitation strate-

ies to discover the content replicas, which causes the considerably

igh content replacement frequency, thus many interest requests

re hard to find the contents. 

Furthermore, over the different topologies, we observe that RISC

as higher ADSR over Deltacom than that over GTS. In fact, the

dges of GTS are more intensive than those of Deltacom, thus CoM

s more easily to forward interest requests over GTS than that over

eltacom. In this way, the increasing speed of contents stored at

C over GTS is faster than that over Deltacom, thus the content re-

lacement frequency over GTS is higher than that over Deltacom.

e observe that INFORM has lower ADSR over Deltacom than that

ver GTS because there are more content replicas that respond to

nterest requests over GTS than over Deltacom. We observe that

DNF has lower ADSR over Deltacom than that over GTS, because

TS has a larger number of edges and thus provides better support

or multipath forwarding of interest requests than Deltacom. 

.3. Distribution of success times over community count 

As illustrated in Fig. 9 , the distribution of success times over

outing community count for Deltacom and GTS with respect to
ISC, INFORM and NDNF on condition of 10 0 0 interest requests is

eported. Here, zero community means that an interest request can

etrieve the content within the same CoM; five and five plus com-

unities mean that an interest request cannot retrieve the content

ithin four communities. 

In Fig. 9 , for RISC, we observe that the average success times

f interest requests at zero community is the highest and it de-

reases with the increasing of routing community count, in other

ords, the operation of community division can speed up content

etrieval. Furthermore, RISC has larger average success times at

ero community over GTS than that over Deltacom because some

Rs of one CoM over GTS have much more interest similarity re-

ation with the other CRs due to the larger number of edges than

hat over Deltacom. 

We observe that the majority of successful interest requests of

NFORM are at three and two communities, while those of NDNF

re at three and four communities. Furthermore, in terms of the

umber of interest requests that can retrieve contents at zero com-

unity, RISC is the largest, followed by INFORM and NDNF. In

erms of that at three communities, NDNF is the largest, followed

y INFORM and RISC. The above analysis suggest that RISC has bet-

er performance than INFORM and NDNF. 

.4. Average routing community count 

ARCCs over Deltacom and GTS with respect to RISC, INFORM

nd NDNF are reported in Fig. 10 . 
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In Fig. 10 , over the same topology, we observe that RISC has

the smallest ARCC, followed by INFORM and NDNF. The reasons

are as follows. RISC has the largest average success times at zero,

one and two communities at the same time has the smallest av-

erage success times at three, four, five and five plus communities.

In contrast, NDNF has the smallest average success times at zero,

one and two communities at the same time has the largest aver-

age success times at three, four, five and five plus communities.

Furthermore, over the different topologies, we observe that RISC

has larger ARCC over Deltacom than that over GTS. As we know,

the edges over Deltacom are sparser than those over GTS, thus the

number of CoMs over Deltacom is smaller than that over GTS. We

also observe that INFORM and NDNF have larger ARCC over Delta-

com than that over GTS, the reasons can be found from Section 7.2 .

t  
.5. Average delay 

The delay is defined as the difference between the timepoint

hen an interest request is generated and that when the corre-

ponding content is returned or failed. 

.5.1. Delay factors 

In RISC, the delay mainly consists of community division (di-

ision), information storage (storing), IC lookup (lookup), select-

ng CoM for inter-community routing (selecting), processing the

essages of SDN controllers (processing) and forwarding Interest

ackets (forwarding). As shown in Table 5 , the factors are divided

nto four categories, i.e., preprocessing, intra-community routing,

nter-community routing and SDN controller operation. As illus-

rated in Fig. 11 , ADs over Deltacom and GTS with respect to the
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Table 5 

Classification on routing delay factors. 

Category Factor 

Preprocessing Division & storing 

Intra-community routing Lookup 

Inter-community routing Selecting & forwarding 

SDN controller operation Processing 
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ix main factors of RISC on condition of 10 0 0 interest requests are 

eported. 

In Fig. 11 , we observe that the division takes the largest por-

ion of AD, followed by storing, selecting, forwarding, lookup and

rocessing. For division and selecting, the interest similarity val-

es between two CRs or CoMs need to be computed. When the

ommunity division is accomplished, the delay mainly depends on

toring the information to IC. Thus, the factors of division, selecting

nd storing take larger time than the others. 

Furthermore, we observe that ADs of division and selecting over

TS are larger than those over Deltacom because GTS has a larger

umber of CRs and edges and thus needs much more time to com-

ute interest similarity values than Deltacom. We observe that ADs

f lookup and storing over GTS are larger than those over Deltacom

ecause GTS has much more contents to be stored to IC and thus

eeds much more time to look them up than Deltacom. However,

Ds of processing and forwarding have no significant change be-

ween Deltacom and GTS, which depends on the content types of

nterest requests. 

.5.2. Delay 

ADs over Deltacom and GTS with respect to RISC, INFORM and

DNF are reported in Fig. 12 . 

In Fig. 12 , over the same topology, we observe that RISC takes

he smallest average time to accomplish interest requests, followed

y INFORM and NDNF. On one hand, RISC has the smallest ARCC

nd thus has the smallest AD to retrieve the content. In sim-

lar way, NDNF has the largest AD to retrieve the content. On

he other hand, lookup delay of CM and FM in RISC is smaller

han that of CS, PIT and FIB in INFORM and NDNF. INFORM can
ore easily retrieve the content due to the adoption of explo-

ation and exploitation compared with NDNF and thus gets the

maller AD. Furthermore, the AD increases with the increasing of

nterest requests. Meanwhile, the AD of RISC shows no signifi-

ant change; however, ADs of INFORM and NDNF show significant

hanges. For RISC, the reasons can be found from Section 7.5.1 . For

NFORM and NDNF, when the number of interest requests in-

reases, the network load becomes heavy and thus much process-

ng time is needed. 

Furthermore, over the different topologies, we observe that RISC

nd NDNF have larger AD to accomplish interest requests over GTS

han those over Deltacom. For RISC, the reasons can be found from

ection 7.5.1 (see Fig. 11 ). For NDNF, the edges over GTS are more

ntensive than those of Deltacom, thus the interest requests are

ore difficult to retrieve the content over GTS than those over

eltacom. However, INFORM has smaller AD to accomplish inter-

st requests over GTS than that over Deltacom because GTS can

rovide more content replicas than Deltacom. 

.6. Throughput 

The throughput is defined as the processed number of interest

equests per unit time ( μs). ATs over Deltacom and GTS with re-

pect to RISC, INFORM and NDNF are reported in Fig. 13 . 

In Fig. 13 , over the same topology, we observe that RISC has the

argest AT, followed by INFORM and NDNF. RISC uses IC to cen-

rally manage the information of one CoM, which increases the

ransmission number of interest requests per unit time. Thus, it

as larger AT than INFORM and NDNF. In addition, INFORM uses

xploration and exploitation to accelerate content retrieval, which

akes more interest requests have chance to be sent into the net-

ork, thus it has larger AT than NDNF. We also observe that ATs

f RISC, INFORM and NDNF decrease with the increasing of inter-

st requests, because the processing capability of network declines

ue to the congestion. Furthermore, over the different topologies,

e observe that RISC and NDNF have smaller AT over GTS than

hat over Deltacom, while INFORM is just the reverse. The related

easons are similar to the above sections. 
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7.7. Stability 

The stability is a metric which reflects the effectiveness of a

routing algorithm. In this paper, it is quantified as the fluctuation

coefficient [41] among RISC, INFORM and NDNF with respect to

ADSR, ARCC, AD and AT. Furthermore, the small fluctuation coef-

ficient means that the algorithm has good performance. As illus-

trated in Fig. 14 , the stability over Deltacom and GTS with respect

to RISC, INFORM and NDNF is reported. 

In Fig. 14 , over the same topology, in terms of the delivery suc-

cess rate, community count, delay and throughput, we observe that

RISC has the strongest stability, followed by INFORM and NDNF. In

summary, RISC is more stable than INFORM and NDNF. The rea-

sons are as follows. RISC does community division based on inter-

est similarity relation, and thus provides convenience for the sub-

i  
equent interest requests with strong similarity. Furthermore, RISC

dopts the centralized management manner to place the informa-

ion into IC, and thus supports the effective and efficient lookup

or interest requests. Moreover, in RISC, control plane and forward-

ng plane are separated, thus forwarding plane does not become

eavy loaded with the increasing of interest requests. 

.8. Discussion 

Although RISC has good performance on ADSR, ARCC, AD, AT

nd stability, it encounters a negligible virus propagation issue

mong CoMs, that is, the community division based on social rela-

ionship accelerates content retrieval but may help virus propaga-

ion [42] . Therefore, virus defense has become increasingly com-

lex and significant with the increasing of virus types, and the

mmune strategies have been regarded as a major part of de-
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ense methods. As we know, some traditional immune strategies

e.g., random immune, targeted immune and acquaintance im-

une) have been employed to constrain virus propagation. 

In particular, on one hand, ICN is to access the named con-

ent object rather than its IP address, which increases the amount

f information in the network. On the other hand, ICN supports

he mobility inherently, in which mobile devices join or leave the

etwork easily. The two aspects adequately indicate that the ICN

etwork changes dynamically. However, these traditional immune

trategies cannot effectively adapt to dynamical networks due to

he change of network structure over time. Given this, there are

ome schemes for both accelerating content retrieval and con-

training virus propagation in the dynamic network environment.

or example, [42] has proposed the evolutionary virus immune

trategy based on community vitality to address virus defense.

imilarly, when RISC encounters virus propagation issue, we can

ntroduce the method of [42] as an efficient solution. 

. Conclusions 

ICN is a clear-state networking paradigm which has attracted

he increasing research interests. In this paper, we propose a novel

CN routing mechanism which is consisted of intra-community

outing and inter-community routing by introducing the ideas of

DN and community division. We divide ICN topology into CoMs

ccording to the content name prefixes, and the information in

ach CoM is stored at IC for the centralized management by SDN

ontroller. The performance of RISC is evaluated over two practical

opologies by considering success rate, success times, community

ount, delay, throughput and stability, and the simulation results

ave demonstrated that RISC has better performance than INFORM

nd NDNF. 

However, as a novel ICN routing mechanism, the design of RISC

as some limitations to be overcome. On one hand, the community

ivision is based on the static network deployment without con-

idering the mobility of CRs (i.e., dynamic network deployment).

n the other hand, when the amount of information in each IC

eaches a certain level, it becomes much difficult to deal with

hem efficiently, which reduces IC sensitivity and further decreases

outing efficiency. In future, we will improve RISC to overcome
he mentioned limitations. Furthermore, we will study bio-inspired

CN routing, that is, detecting communities based on the behaviors

f biology to find the multipath for interest requests. 
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